Abstract-Due to a wide range of Doppler frequency shift and low SNR existing in the AIS transmission, it is difficult to decode correctly in Satellite-based AIS receiver. In order to solve the problem, a new design of PLL is proposed based on the theory of conventional PLL. The new design is aided by ML estimating. In the algorithm, frequency offsets are reduced to the fast capture zone after compensations to received AIS signals and then the phase locked loop start to track surplus frequency offsets. The simulation results indicate that the algorithm requiring the symbol number of fast capture is less than 256(the number of AIS frame symbols) when the SNR is 1dB and tracking precision is within 2 Hz. And it can be used under conditions of low SNR with large frequency offsets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellite-based Automatic Identification System (AIS) receives terminal signals through the satellite and feedbacks the information to monitoring centers of the shore to achieve the purpose of monitoring ships in the large range. However, influenced by the distance and electromagnetic interference, electromagnetic wave decay is larger and the Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) of the received AIS signal is low on the one hand, while on the other hand, great range of Doppler frequency shifts caused by the satellite motion has a significant impact on the AIS signals whose bandwidth are only a few thousand hertz (Hz). Because of that Doppler frequency shift of large range can easily lead to error decoding of the received signals in very low SNR, so frequency offsets must be compensated before decoding.
AIS signals are modulated by GMSK and the wireless channel can be approximated to Gauss white noise (AWGN) channel from berths to the satellite. For frequency offsets estimation, there are many estimation methods [1] [2] [3] [4] such as blind estimation [1] , data aided estimation [2] and so on. The research of blind estimation is less because its obvious SNR threshold and estimation precision is low under the low SNR environment. The common algorithms are Kay algorithm and Kim algorithm [5] . As to data aided estimation, there are a lot of researches. In 1985, Steven A.Tretter proposed a approximate estimate algorithm [6] to change the frequency offsets estimation problem into frequency offsets estimation based on complex sequences phase, however it has the SNR threshold and it can only be applied to the high SNR conditions. In 1989, Kay raised a difference phase estimation method [7] on the basis of Steven A.Tretter, but the estimation accuracy is strongly influenced by noise and the algorithm is no longer applicable under the condition of low SNR with phase hopping. In 1995, M.Lulse and R.Reggiannini present a L&R algorithm [8] whose mean square error is close to Cramer Rao Bound (CRB) on Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation basis, but its estimation range is limited. In 2007, Hua Fu put forward the ML algorithm [9] [10] which joint amplitude and phase information. Because this algorithm can not only get the frequency estimated value, but also obtain the phase estimated value, it is the ideal algorithm and mean square error of frequency offset estimation is closed to CRB. However, fewer pilot symbols will lead to the estimation accuracy declining. When the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is used for phase tracking process, large Doppler frequency shifts will reduce the capture speed and phase locked loop can not be finished capturing within a limited time. With the frequency lock loop [11] help, phase locked loop has a faster capture speed, but it is not suitable in the low SNR because the frequency discriminator requires that input SNR cannot be less than 7dB.
In order to solve the above problems, characteristic sequences (training sequences, start flag and end flag) in AIS frame are viewed as a pilot in this paper. The preliminary estimation of Doppler frequency offsets is Manuscript received November 10, 2013; revised April 10, 2014; accepted May 10, 2014. completed through ML algorithm and phase is tracked by the PLL. This method can satisfy the requirements of tracking precision and capture time in the low SNR circumstance simultaneously.
II. ANALYSIS OF PHASE LOCKED LOOP PARAMETERS
In engineering applications, the PLL is almost working on time synchronization state and loop designs meet the requirement of tracking precision, however, the noise and interference will increase the loop capture difficulties, reduce the tracking performance and make the loop output phase produce random jitter. In the following, we start to analyze the influence of noise on the circuit performance. PLL which is composed by phase discriminator (PD), a loop filter (LF) and a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) is a negative feedback control system and its principle is shown in Fig.1 where LF is a active proportional integral filter and its parameters [12] are as follows
The transfer function of LF is
The system transfer function is ( ) 
where, K is the loop gain, n w is the loop natural frequency， ξ is the loop damping coefficient and it meets the optimal value based on Wiener theory [13] . They are related to circuit parameters 1 τ and 2 τ The mathematical expression of digital loop is
w T > , parameter sets of the impulse response is easy to shock while the bilinear transformation can still work stably. Therefore, bilinear transformation is used to achieve conversion from analog phase locked loop domain to the digital domain. When
the result of equation (2) is (7) is approximately equal to (8) , the loop filter parameters are: 
For a given target, the corresponding loop SNR can be calculated and the upper limit of loop natural frequency can be inferred in the low SNR from (9) and (10):
In order to make PLL work stably, loop SNR ( ) / L S N must be more than 13dB from reference [13] . Fast capture zone [12] 
where, L− digital PAM signals with Laurent algorithm and its mathematical expression [16] [17] is as follows
However, when GMSK signals are decomposed, most of the energy is concentrated in the main pulse
where,
AIS signals received by the satellite are with low SNR. In order to filter out noise, improve SNR and obtain large gains to the greatest degree, signal frequency offset estimation process need to go through the matched filter. The principle of matched filter is introduced in the following.
Matched filter which filter characteristics are consistent with signal characteristics is a linear filter. The ratio of filter output between signal power and the noise average power is the maximum and the transfer function is equal to signal spectrum conjugate. Based on matched filter features and GMSK signal characteristics, only 
B. ML Aided Capture Frequency Offset Tracking Loop
In order to capture quickly under large frequency offsets, the frequency offsets must be reduced to the fast capture zone with the help of ML [10] (when the distance between pilot signals vector and received signals vector is the minimum value, the frequency offset of pilot signals vector is viewed as the estimation result) and then start the phase locked loop to track frequency. The structure diagram is shown in Fig.4 . Frequency offsets estimated by ML is completed with the help of characteristic sequences in AIS signals, where the AIS frame structure [18] is shown in Fig.5 . According to the actual requirements of frequency offset estimation precision, the characteristic sequence selected as pilot signals can be the training sequences, start flag, end flag and their combination forms. The end flag is not continuous with the training sequences and the start flag. They are all dispersed (interval) in the AIS frame and the information symbols separated is usually 184 symbols.
Removed the carrier, the received AIS signal vector (assuming the time synchronization) can be expressed as [ ] 
, , 
Capital letters are used to denote a random variable, and then the variance can be obtained
Multidimensional conditional probability 1 In (17) 
Considering the impact of Gauss filter on the signal of the generalized channel, channel length is 1 L + . For AWGN channel, the channel length is 1. 
Passing through the matched filter, the ideal signal phase information has not be changed and just the distributions of signal energy are more centralized. In view of only the phase information is useful to the tracking loop, therefore, the following theoretical derivation is based on the equation (28).
According to the derivation of QPSK signal phase characteristics in reference [20] , phase characteristics of GMSK signal are derived. By probability theory, random variables variance is proportional to the signal amplitude square and variance is equal to AWGN power spectral density in value, that is
proportional to 2 r in (29) . GMSK discrete process. Thus， ( ) 
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Δ is the tracking frequency offset and f Δ is the signal frequency offset. During tracking loop design, phase locked loop is a very important part and phase characteristics of the detector is directly related to the performance of PLL. In the low SNR, the equivalent phase characteristics are not only related to the phase error but also are affected by the SNR of the input signals. By equation (27), equivalent phase discriminators curve in different SNR is shown in Fig.6 < .The smaller L B , the loop to eliminating the noise is more ability.
Loop SNR can affect phase locked loop tracking accuracy and capture time (lock speed) relates to loop SNR, frequency offsets and input SNR. Taking that minimum loop SNR is 13dB, the damping coefficient ξ is 2 / 2 and the data rate is 9600bps as an example, PLL capture time is calculated under different frequency and input SNR according to (9) , (10), (11) , and (13) . It is shown in Tab. 1 As we can see from Tab.1, with the input SNR decreasing or the frequency offset increasing, loop lock time will be changed to some extent. Take the minimum input SNR 1dB and frequency offset 1500Hz for example, capture time is 42.01 ms(more than 26.67ms) with a traditional phase-locked loop. The more frequency offsets, the more capture time. That is what the AIS system can not tolerate. In order to reduce the capture time, ML aided is used to reduce large Doppler frequency offsets to fast capture zone and then phase locked loop starts to track surplus frequency.
In the experiments, the normalized 3dB bandwidth is 0.4 BT = and the symbol rate is 9600bps
The parameter 3 L = is referred to the correlation length. Doppler frequency shifts are 2000Hz and 3000Hz respectively. AIS datas in the frame assumed without filling datas are of 168bits and input SNR is 1dB~10dB. Let o f Δ is 2 Hz, that is to say, when the absolute value is within 2Hz, frequency offset is tracked. =1 The cost function Λ of frequency offset estimation error curve is as shown in Fig. 7~ Fig. 8 . Fig. 9~ Fig. 10 shows the tracking phase locked loop curve under different conditions. It has been observed that the cost function value for the whole frequency range has several minima, representing different frequency candidates, as shown in Fig.7 .The smallest one does not always correspond to the Doppler frequency we are looking for. For this reason, the three frequencies that produce the smallest minima are considered. It can be seen from Fig.8 . But its anti-noise performance is poor. Tracking time is no longer affected by frequency offsets but the error of ML preliminary estimating frequency offsets. To ensure that the required tracking time is short, the estimation error must be as small as possible.
V CONCLUSIONS
Frequency offset estimation methods in AWGN channel are analyzed firstly, and then a method of estimating frequency offsets precisely is proposed. The method is aided by ML algorithm and can be used under conditions of low SNR with large frequency offsets. Simulation results show that the method requiring symbol number of fast capture is less than 256(the number of AIS frame symbols) when the low SNR is 1dB and tracking precision is within 2 Hz. It can satisfy the requirements of AIS signals demodulation. 
